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SLIMMED DOWN TO THE ESSENTIALS:
SIMPLE, INTUITIVE, AND STURDY HANDHELD TERMINAL

 

Straightforward and comfortable design
The form factor of PM351 maximizes the comfort of gripping it with one hand so that the several hours of 
working won‘t get you tired so much anymore. The 4.0in display with the capacitive touch is bright and daylight 
readable. Below the screen is the keypad for the easier yet more accurate data input, including the big orange 
scan button and power key: All within comfortable reach with one hand. While it is common to place the camera 
back in most Other devices, PM351's 8MP camera is placed on top of the 
device next to the scan engine, making the switch from scanning to taking 
pictures feel more natural.

Well-rounded performance and durability
The 2.0GHz octa-core processor runs the Android 11 operating system 
smoothly, supporting any modern Android solution. The PM351 is one of the 
few enterprise devices supporting Wi-Fi 6 (ready), enabling fast and secure 
data transfer. 4,800mAh battery gets the device going all day without charging. 
With the operating temperature ranging from -20oC to 60oC, IP65 water/dust 
resistance, and 1.5m (5ft) drops to concrete durability, PM351 is suitable for any 
harsh industrial setting.

Accessories

 Standard
 AC/DC Power Adaptor
 Country Plug
 LCD Protection Film
 USB-C cable
       Standard Battery (4,800mAh)

       Wristband
       Stylus

Optional
Single Slot Cradle
Dual Slot Cradle
*Connect up to 3 Dual Slot Cradles to charge up to 6 devices at a time

4 Slot Battery Charger
Pistol Grip
Wristband (Pistol Grip)

Industries
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Configure the PM351 just as you need it
PM351 offers 1D and two 1D/2D engine options. The keypad comes in 
two types: Numeric and Alpha Numeric to choose from. While 3GB 
RAM/32GB ROM is standard, you can opt for the 4GB/64GB option if 
you're using a particular solution that consumes lots of memory. In 
addition, in case your work involves a lot of outdoor tasks such as 
delivery, PM351 also comes with optional LTE connecting it to the 
network anywhere anytime.
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